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I. INTRODUCTION

A Population and Housing is the most complex and expensive programme that can; be

undertaken by national statistics offices. The activities to be implemented are substantial,

starting with initial planning to utilization of results. Broadly, census activities can be divided

into three major phases; preparatory, enumeration and post enumeration phases.

Sampling has played a critical role in various phases of census implementation. The main

objectives of sampling have included cost reduction, collection of additional data, enhancing

data quality, reducing time required to produce results and census evaluation. Sampling can be

used in almost all stages of implementation including: planning, data collection, data

prbcessing, analysis and report preparation. Also, sampling may serve as a sampling frame for

sample surveys taken during intercensal periods.

At the planning stage, it is extremely important to determine the extent to which sampling can

be used. Questions that are likely to lead to useful decisions on sampling include:

■ How difficult and detail is the data to be collected?

■ For what level of publication is the data to be reported?

• How soon is the census result required?

■ What are the resource requirements? ,

■ How much emphasis is given to data quality?

It has been observed that considerations on cost, time and data quality often lead to major

decisions on the use of sampling in censuses.

The paper addresses the above-mentioned questions within the context of population censuses

in the Sub-Sahara Africa. Use of sampling in the various stages of census implementation is

discussed, including: pre-testing/pilot census, census enumeration, post-censal surveys,

processing of data and advance tabulation of selected topics. Experiences in applications of
sampling in the African countries are provided: Conclusions and recommendations on the way

forward are also provided.

n. SAMPLING IN PRE-TEST/ PILOT CENSUS

A number of activities are involved in the preparatory phase of the census. Among these are!

Conduct of pre-test/pilot census and, based on the findings, revision of the census

questionnaires and census procedures, both of which ensure adequacy and relevance of

the census instruments ami procedures

Printing of census documents

Preparation and printing of census maps



The pre-enumeration activities are complex and their implementation liable to.all sorts of

defects, which may adversely affect the quality of census results. It is, therefore, important to
pretest or undertake a,|ulL-scale j>ilot censusf;through which deficiencies can be detected, and

necessary changes a$4 improvements.made before starting actual census,implementation.

Specifically, pilotcensus should provide the following:

information:aboutvarious sources of defects;

problemsij^l.ia^to be encountered(especially with regard to use of maps);

errors that rar^bpund to arise;

information needed for budgeting;:

scheduling of activities (e.g. number of households that can possibly be covered per

day, per enumerator); and, ;

logistics (movement of field personnel and materials )

If properly executed and results put into use, a pilot census will ensure efficient use of

resources, high data quality, relevance and timeliness of data.

Sampling techniques for the pre-test

Two sampling techniques can be applied, namely; probability and purposive sampling.

(i) Probability Sampling:

Probability selection is applied whenever there is need for quantitative measures about

characteristics or operations being investigated. The procedure is therefore capable of

providing a basis for making inferences. In effect, adequate sample should be selected to

enable statistical analysis and for making objective decisions. The scheme is applicable if:

■ a choice has to be made among several procedures such as different types of

questionnaires or different methods of data collection;

■ advance information is required for various population characteristics

If the interest is to select: procedures for estimating age, for example, alternatives,

interpenetrating sub-samples may be randomly selected and observations made anfi analyzed.
Depending on the significance of the outcome, the best alternative can then be selected for

application in the actual census.

■Same countries in the Region have used the technique. For example, in Ethiopia, a probability

sampling method was adopted in choosing between collective enumeration and house-to-house

censuses method. For a number of countries, however, although probability sampling was
designed for pilot census, completed questionnaires were not fully processed for any

meaningful statistical inferences. It is interesting to note that only genera! impressions were

obtained through visual inspection.
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For successful application, the technique requires more time and resources. .;T1J

(h) Purposive Sampling: V)

Purposive selections are relevant for testing procedures that do not require derivation of

quantitative measures. The technique is generally based on convenience but organized in way

that allows examination of different situations and conditions, for example:

■ low and high-density areas

■ areas with poor status of transportation

■ population with different cultural backgrounds

■ sedentary and nomadic populations ■;

■ urban and rural settings. ;

All the conditions have effect on quality, cost and duration of the census activities.

In the sub-region, it is observed that pilot censuses were conducted in few purposive-selecte|
EAs. During the 1980 and 1990 Round of Censuses, EAs were adopted as sampling units in; a

simple-stage area sampling approach. It is further observed that limitation of resources

precluded use of probability sampling in practically all pilot censuses.

(Hi) Group Interviews:

Group Interview is least expensive and least complicated. The procedure involves assembling

a group of persons of similar socio-economic background ;tp discuss specific topics in the

questionnaire. A person, who is well acquainted with the questionnaire, may chair the meeting.

Observations made are then used for revising the questionnaire. The procedure has not been

used directly within the region but, indirectly, questionnaires have always been discussed with

various stakeholders. With slight modifications particularly the selection of stakeholders, the

procedures can be made more effective and results better used.

HI. SAMPLING IN CENSUS ENUMERATION

The main areas in which sampling has been used are: collection of additional data, concurrent

with the census enumeration (usually referred to as in-built sample); quality control; and post-

censal surveys (collection of data after completion of census enumeration).

(a) Collection of Additional Data

With increases in data requirements in the recent past, statistical offices are sometimes required

to collect more information than they can manage. This becomes more serious because

censuses are conducted only once in ten years. However, insufficient resources or time-

constraint may dictate that only a fraction of the required data can be collected in a



conventional census. Thus, it may become necessary to collect additional data based on a

sample basis, while the rest of the information may be collected on 100% basis.

The collection of additional data can be accomplished by use of in-built samples. In this case,

two types of questionnaires can be administered.

■ the Short Questionnaire^for coverage of the entire population (100%) and,

■ a long questionnaire,'for coverage^ of a pre-determined random sample of the

population.

Expanding the scope of the census topics:

The expanded needs for extensive and reliable demographic data have created new challenges

in data collection. The challenge has raised the status of sampling which introduces cost-

effectiveness.

The objectives of a census in a specific country may dictate type of topics to be covered but,

for practical reasons, it may not be possible to collect such data. Reasons for failure to collect

may include the following:

some topics may be more difficult and susceptible to serious non-sampling errors and

therefore requiring more intensive training, interviewing, supervision and processing

efforts;

data on tabulations for some of the topics may be needed only for sub-populations;
available funds may be limited or trie costs of collecting and processing the data so

great that it becomes necessary to cover some of the topics on sample basis.

If any of these conditions exists, it may be appropriate and cost-effective to apply a

combination of census and sampling. For that matter, some data may have complete coverage

of the entire population while the rest may be obtained on sample basis. '"

The use of a combination of census and sampling strategy was one of the UNECA
recommendations for the 1970, 1980 and 1990 Census Rounds. But recommendations make

difference between rural and urban areas

Sampling in Rural areas ■ .. .,,:

It has been observed that application of sampling in censuses is more common in rural areas
and this may be due to a number of problems related to data collection. These include:

■ poor transportation and communication

■ low, literacy status

■ scattered and isolated population settlements

■ poor terrain and .

"... hostile climatic cpnditions
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During the 1990 Census Round, a number of countries used sampling strategy to broaden the

scope of topics in rural areas through administering some topics on the long questionnaire.

Urban areas:

Urban areas are sometimes covered on 100% basis. There are several reasons:

proportion of urban population is smaller compared to rural population.

population is relatively more heterogeneous. .

conditions for data collection are better (better transportation, high literacy and more

concentrated population).

data demand is high, sometimes required for extremely small administrative units, like

for example the ward level.

A number of countries conducted 100% coverage in urban areas ( like for example Kenya,

Uganda, Ethiopia).

Items to be covered on 100% basis

Items that may be covered on a complete basis are;

those that are to be tabulated by Very small; areas or sub-populations (some are required

by law and other for administrative reasons) ;

those required for designing sample surveys and estimation in subsequent periods.

To ensure: substantial reduction in data collection costs, timely completion of data processing as

well as good quality data, it is important that items to be covered oil 100% basis be limited in

number and should be those that require simple responses. Items that have featured

prominently on the short questionnaire in the past include: .

■ sex

■ marital status

-; ■, education . . . .-V.'V .',\ . \ .

■ religion

■ employment

Sampling units and Sample selection procedures

It is important to determine a practical sampling scheme for the administration of the long

questionnaire. Issues, which should be pre-determined, include: sample selection procedures,

sample size and estimation procedures. Three sampling options have featured prominently in

the Region: : ; ■. ;



(i) -■■■ r Selecting: households/housins units (one stase sampling)

Sample households/housing units are systematically selected, throughout the country. In

executing the option, the designer pre-designates a systematic subset of households to receive

the long form. Note that the systematic sub-set adopted depends on sample requirements,

which has to take into account cost and precision.

It has been observed that most countries systematically selected 1 in 10 and, to ensure minimal

bias in sample households, the pre-designation of sample households was carried out at a

central place by supervisory statistical staff.

(U) Sampling EAs and coverins all households/housins units in the selected areas (single

stase area sampling)

The strategy involves .selecting E^s and administering the long form to all households/housing

while the rest receive the short form.

Advantages:

It is simple and avoids selection bias

only a limited number of enumerators should he trained in the long questionnaire. '■^'■'

control and supervision are much easier, and therefore data quality higher

simplifies data collection, editing, coding and tabulation.

Disadvantages:

- For a given sample size, sampling error may be larger (compared to option i) caused

mainly by clustering. r

The option is common in the Africa region.

(Hi) Selectins EAs and sub-samplins households/housing units (two-stase sampling)

The option involves selecting EAs, in the first stage, and in the second stage, systematically

selecting a pre-determined number of households for the administration of the long

questionnaire.

Advantages;

For a given sample size the sampling error may be smaller than option (ii)

Disadvantages: ■ ■ ■■_. .,

It may introduce selection bias

All enumerators must be trained in the long questionnaire, which implies a higher

budget
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Control and supervision are much more difficult, because of the, large numbers of

personnel

It introduces problems in data collection, editing, coding and tabulation.

Enumeration Phases:

Enumeration for in-built sample may be carried out in either of the two phases;, \ ,,

Single-stage-enumeration, concurrent with census enumeration (long questionnaire

administered together with the short questionnaire, (one-phase enumeration).

Two-stage enumeration; covering the entire population with the short questionnaire at

the first stage followed, at a later date, by a long questionnaire (two-phase

enumeration).

Countries in the region have always adopted single-stage enumeration or one phase

enumeration.

The one-phase enumeration is considered less expensive compared to the two-phase

enumeration. Secondly, it avoids problems related to possible resistance by respondents,

which results from two visits to a given respondent.

(b) Quality Control

The complexity of a census, involving many phases and activities, means that operational

errors may crop up at any stage. It is therefore necessary that census organizers establish
quality control and improvement as an integral part of the census programme. The primary
objective of such a programme should be to monitor progress of implementation and detect any

errors, which may require immediate action. ,

In censuses, quality control programme should be organized according to the major activities

of census, namely; pre-enumeration (census mapping, preparation of census documents and
printing of documents), training and recruitment, distribution of materials, enumeration, data

processing (coding, editing and data entry) and report preparation.

There are two main elements in quality control:

■ detecting errors

■ controlling (correcting and minimizing) the errors.

Spot checks and verification techniques may be applied as means of detecting or controlling the

errors.



(i) Spot-checking

Spot-checking involves selection of work completed, like for example, completed

questionnaires, and reviewing their correctness usually with no pre-defined selection

procedures. The objective is to have a feel of quality.

(ii) Verification

Verification involves repeating a task and comparing the results from the two operations

primarily to make corrections when errors are detected. The critical stages for verification are

data collection and data processing. '!■ " -

Dependent and independent verification are two techniques.

Dependent verification; checking the completed work while, at the same time, having

access to the work already performed.

The technique is preferred because it is quicker and cheaper.

Independent verification: the verifier will not have access to previous work done and

therefore undertakes his work independently, followed with comparison of results.

The procedure is costly, time consuming but more reliable.

Verifications may be carried out either on pre-determined sample of units or on 100%. It is

recommended that, at the initial stage of data collection, cases should be verified on 100%

basis. After ensuring achievement of satisfactory levels of performance,: the verification

strategy can gradually be changed to sample basis. It need be emphasized that the sampling

rate to be applied for verification depends on the error rate found during the 100% verification.

For that matter, acceptance sampling or process control may be used for the sample selection.

In acceptance sampling, a sample of work from a lot or batch is selected and reviewed with the

objective of accepting or rejecting it on the basis of a pre-specified level of error. Then, the

rejected lots/batches are subjected to necessary corrections. In the case; of process control^ a

sample of person's work is reviewed/checked with the objective of finding out whether the

work has been done according to specification. Based on the outcome of the review, a

feedback on errors is made and appropriate action taken.

In the African region, almost all countries have made efforts to institute quality control

programme. However, few countries have instituted formal quality programme in the census

programme. It is observed that almost all countries deploy supervisors to undertake quality

controls. But, there are no strict rules on sampling procedures or strict rules on acceptance or

process control. Moreover, the actions to be undertaken as a result of detecting errors are

usually not clearly specified. It may not be far from the truth to state that this has been the

weakest part of the quality programmes in the Region.



(c) Post-Censal Surveys

It is universally agreed that census data will always^ contain errors and therefore data collected

should be carefully scrutinized with respect to quality.,In thisregard, it is essential that census

results should be subject to evaluations so as to determine the size and direction of both
coverage and content errors. However, to undertake an evaluation covering 100 percent of the

population will be both time consuming and expensive. Thus, sampling is applied to reduce the

scale of the work. The procedure is deemed to be cheaper, makes it possible to complete the
work on time and ensures quality work. It is not intended to provide an exhaustive treatment

of the evaluation activities, as this will be the subject of another paper presented during this
workshop. Rather, important elements related to the topic are merely highlighted.

If the PES is to be used for census evaluation, it is important that the sample design be based

on sound probability sampling methods. The sample design must consider measurement

objectives of the evaluation study, which may include the need to estimate census coverage

with a stated and agreed degree of reliability.

The measurement of coverage and content errors is expensive and therefore budgetary

conditions should be considered in the planning stage. In order to be able to complete Ijie
evaluation survey more rapidly and to keep the costs low, a small sample should be selected. It
should be mentioned that the sample will be a function of cost and desired precision. This will
also have direct effect on the specifications of the level for which the results of the survey are

to be published.

Two approaches have been used in coverage error evaluation. :

(a) Re-interview

re-interview with reconciliation

re-interview without reconciliation -; ■ = . ■

re-interview with matching with census records -..} _

re-interview without matching with census records.

(b) Matching with an independent survey

If the objective is to keep costs low, matching with an independent data source should be
adopted. Unfortunately, independent and reliable data do not exist in most countries in the

region. Thus, Post Enumeration Surveys have to be organized shortly after the census

enumeration to provide the required independent data.

PES Coverage Checks: ■'-.,,.

Since me primary objective of the PES is to check coverage of the units by the census, the
sample should of necessity be an area sample (EAs) with complete enumeration of persons,

'I households and housing units within the sampled EAs.



Before selection, EAs should be stratified according to geographic locations. If an in-built

sampling, ;scheme has been used , and if there is reason to believe the existence of variations

betweea EAs covered by the short and long questionnaire, further sub-stratification may be

required.

Sample EAs should be systematically selected and all other preparations for the PES completed

before the end of the census enumerations. This strategy ensures implementation of the PES

soon after the census enumeration.

It is important to have an independent exercise which can be achieved by ensuring! that

interviewees and supervisors involved in the census have no idea of the areas selected for the

post enumeration checks. ;;

The names of the persons enumerated in the PES should.-be matched with those from the

census. Based on the matching information, appropriate estimates on coverage error are made.

In the. 1980/1990 Census Round, a number of Arrica cbuntries carried out coverage cheeks.

Unfortunately not enough information from the coverage checks is available to indicate how

these were carried out and what the results were.

Content Error:

PES is also useful for content error evaluation. In the African region, several approaches have

been used for content error evaluation.

record checks

re-interviews with or without matching

re-interviews with or without reconciliation

matching with other surveys ,

demographic analytical techniques

Since record checks do not provide a suitable alternative to re-interview, most countries used

the PES.

Some of the census questions-fe>e repeated either in the identical form in which they were

asked in the census, or more 'detailed probing questions, intended to elicit more reliable

responses, asked.

IV. ADVANCE TABULATION OF SELECTED TOPICS

Census data^ambe^litaUy sensitive.. Hence,, after enumeration the public and the political
system may require that results be published within a specific period of time. However,
experience indicates that data processing and other related activities may not allow the results
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to be produced within the desired period. For relatively large countries (Nigeria, Egypt,
Ethiopia etc.) data processing may take a long time even years to complete. Even m small or
less developed countries, processing facilities (data editing, coding, data entry and tabulation)
are minimal and may also require a long time to produce the results. ;■■

In the interim period (between data collection and completion of planned data processing) there
may be a need for advance tabulation of selected topics. Even though it has become a practice

to produce census preliminary results based on manual summaries compiled by enumerators at
field level, it may still necessary to produce additional advance tabulation, which can.be

difficult without use of computers.

In that case, the most feasible and cost effective approach is to tabulate a sample of the census
returns. Sampling may be used to serve the need of countries that opt for the advance

tabulation/

To facilitate data processing for the selected topics, it is commendable to select EAs and
tabulate required tables based on all census returns. It may be easier to ™ ™j^» *J*
for the in-built samples (for collection of additional census information). The number of EAs
to be sampled will depend on level of publication and precision requirements for the estimate.
In UNSO Principles and Recommendations, it is recommended that "if no sampling has been
used in census enumeration, a sample design for advanced tabulation may be comparatively
simple to achieve because complete census returns provide a samphng frame which can be
used to select the sample for the advance results" For proper determination of sample size,
sample allocation design reference should be made to any sampling textbooks. ,,

Observed problems with advance tabulation: :

There is always the danger that once the advance report has been produced, organizers
may give low priority to tabulations based on the 100% of the population.

If the advance tabulations are prepared, it is important that the.final tabulations for the
sample units be integrated with those tabulated for .die non-sample units.

Unfortunately, these operations may inflate the overall cost of tabulation.

- Precautions must be taken to minimize the delays that may originate from preparing the

final results : . . .

Differences between the advance tabulations (which are estimates based on a sample),
and final tabulation (which incorporates all counts) must be resolved to the satisfaction

of all users

The need for advanced tabulation has been drastically reduced in recent years, because

of improvement in data processing technology including widespread use of micro

computers :
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v ■: It is important that, wherever sampling is used, an idea of sampling errors should be

given at least in respect of the principal characteristics o;:';

Experience within the region in use of advance tabulation is not very wide. It appears thatuse

of advance-tabulation in recent years is almost non-existence mainly due to availability of

microcomputers in most NSO offices.

V. CONCLUSION AND RECCOMENDATIONS

Population and Housing Censuses remain the only source that provides benchmark data for

formHlation and implementation, of policies and programmes. Organizers and implements of

the census programmes should therefore continue to provide the required data^hile&at;the

same time, ensuring reliability and accuracy. Sampling is one of the tools that have enabled

census organizers:! and implementers to produce timely data, reduce complexity and expenses of

the census and maintain required accuracy. ■ -J ' -^

At the preparatory stage, sampling has been used in pilot test. For the enumeration, sampling

has been an asset in data collection (including collection of additional information), evaluation

exercises and data processing as well as advance tabulation of results

Recommendations:
■ ; .' .,f..ij

■ Uses of sampling should explicitly be shown as important activity in NSO workplan

■ The use of results from sampling should be determined in advance

■ Technical issues related to sampling should be handled by people with adequate

experience

■ National Statistical-Offices:.should strive to formalize quality control programmes in

their work, by preparing necessary documents and following this with careful

implementation

■ Depending on the situation with regard to professional personnel, NSO should train

staff in sampling and survey methods

: -■ Given the;recent development in technologies, NSO should re-examine the necessity of

undertaking advance tabulation

■ Although many countries applied sampling methodology as a means of improving

census implementation, few countries fully used the results as per the original

objectives. More efforts should therefore be put in place to ensure that ^results are
fully utilized. In particular, the quality control rules should be enforced at all levels.
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■ Appropriate resources including budgets for implementing the in-built sampling

activities should be considered at the planning stage.
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